In this article, we proposed a batch verification scheme for multiple proxy signatures to reduce the proxy signature verification time. The proposed scheme is not only efficient because it does not verify each individual proxy signature separately, but also secure because it can detect forged multiple proxy signatures without failure.
Introduction
The proxy signature is one of the major research topics in digital signatures. The concept of a proxy signature scheme was first introduced by Mambo et al. [15, 16] in 1996. So far, several proxy signature schemes have been widely discussed [7, 12, 13, 19, 20, 22, 25, 26, 27] . The proxy signature scheme allows the original signer to delegate her/his signing capability to a designated person, called a proxy signer. The proxy signer can generate a proxy signature on behalf of the original signer [2, 3, 11, 14, 21, 23, 24] . However, Mambo et al.'s scheme [15, 16] suffers from some weaknesses. Many modified versions of their scheme have been proposed [20] .
To generalize the concept of the proxy signature, Yi et al. [26] proposed a new type of proxy signature scheme named the proxy multi-signature scheme. The proxy multi-signature scheme allows a proxy signer to generate a proxy signature on behalf of two or more original signers. However, this scheme is insecure. In [20] , Sun showed that the proxy multi-signature by Yi et al. [26] was also vulnerable to some attacks. Consequently, he proposed a new scheme to defeat these weaknesses.
In digital signature schemes, the sender uses her/his private key to sign a message, and the receiver can verify this signature with the sender's public key. If the sender needs to sign t messages to the receiver, the sender has to generate t signatures, and the receiver needs to verify these t signatures one by one. It is inefficient. In 1994, Naccache et al. [17] proposed an efficient scheme to batch-verify multiple DSA digital signatures. Since then, several variations of batch verifying multiple digital signatures have been proposed [1, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 18] .
In this paper, a new secure and simple batch verification proxy signature scheme will be proposed. The verifier can verify theses multiple digital signatures by using the signer's public key, and this verification process takes only one instead of t verification time units. Furthermore, our scheme can detect forged multiple signatures. The detail analysis is shown in Section 4. In this article, we shall first briefly review the proxy signature scheme and the proxy multi-signature scheme in the following section. In Section 3, our new batch verifying scheme will be proposed. The security analysis and discussion about the proposed scheme will be in Section 4. Finally, the concluding remarks will be given in the last section.
Review of the Proxy Signature Scheme
In the following two sections, we will briefly review the proxy signature scheme and the proxy multi-signature scheme [20] . Initially, the system parameters are defined as follows. Let p be a large prime, q be a large prime factor of p − 1, g be a generator for Z * p , h(·) be a one-way hash function, and m w be a warrant which records the identities of the original signer, the proxy signer and the valid delegation time, etc. Each original signer U Oi owns a private key x oi ∈ Z * q and a public key y oi = g x oi mod p which is certified by a certificate authority (CA). Similarly, the proxy signer U P also owns a private key x p ∈ Z * q and a public key y p = g x p mod p which is also certified by CA. Let G O = {U O1 , U O2 , · · · , U On } be the group of n original signers. Here is a brief review of the proxy signature scheme [20] . Assumes that U O1 allows a designated U P to sign on behalf for her/him, and the verifier can check the validity of the proxy signatures.
(1) Proxy generation: U O1 chooses a random number t ∈ Z * q and computes k = g t mod p and σ = x o1 y o1 + th(m w , k) mod q. (2) Proxy delivery: U O1 gives (σ, k, m w ) to U P over a public channel. (3) Verification and alteration of the proxy: After receiving (σ, k, m w ), U P checks whether the following equation holds: 
Then, she/he verifies the validity of Sign σp (m) by checking the validity of the verification equation in the ordinary signature scheme with the newly generated public key y.
Following is a brief review of the proxy multi-signature scheme [20] . U P is allowed to generate a proxy multi-signature on behalf of G O , and the verifier can check the validity of the proxy multi-signature.
(1) Subproxy key generation: 
Verification of the proxy multi-signature: The verifier computes the corresponding public key in the ordinary signature scheme as:
modp.
Then, she/he verifies the validity of Sign σ p (m) by checking the validity of the verification equation in the ordinary signature scheme with the newly generated public key y.
The Proposed Batch Verification Scheme
In a batch verification for multiple digital signatures, a signer signs t messages by using her/his private key separately and sends the multiple digital signatures to a verifier. The verifier can verify these multiple digital signatures by using the signer's public key, and this verification process takes only one instead of t verification time units.
We assume that the ordinary proxy signature scheme and the ordinary proxy multi-signature scheme share the same parameters as well as signing and verification forms as the original DSA scheme [6, 8] . Let p be a large prime; q be a factor of (p − 1), g be a generator with order q in GF (p), and x and y be a signer's private key and public key, respectively. Here, y = g x mod p. When a signer wants to send a signed message m to the verifier, she/he must generate a digital signature (r, s) as: r = g k mod p, s = rk −mx mod q, and k is a random number which is generated by the singer . Once receiving (m, r, s) 
pi is a random number, and σ p is U P 's proxy signature key. After receiving these proxy signatures from U P , the verifier can verify these multiple proxy signatures for messages m 1 , m 2 , · · ·, m t . These t proxy signatures satisfy the following t equations. The concept of batch verification is illustrated in Figure 1 .
3) Accept if A = B, else reject. 
where y is the same as it is in Equation (1) . By multiplying these t equations together, we obtain the batch verification criterion as
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where y is the same as it is in Equation (1) 
is a random number, and σ p is U P 's proxy signature key. After receiving these proxy multi-signatures, the verifier verifies the validity of these multiple proxy multi-signatures by Equation (3) except y is the same as it is in Equation (3).
In our scheme, the verifier can verify these t proxy signatures or proxy multisignatures simultaneously by checking this batch verification criterion. According to our batch verifying proxy signature scheme, if both sides of Equation (3) are equal,
for messages m 1 , m 2 , · · ·, m t , can be verified. However, if not, which may result from invalid individual proxy signatures, then we need to verify each individual proxy signature separately. This situation is similar to what happens to the batch verifying proxy multi-signature scheme. It is obvious that to verify these t proxy signatures or proxy multi-signatures according to the batch verification criterion requires 2 modular exponentiations. However, if the verifier verifies each individual proxy signature or proxy multi-signature separately, it requires 2t modular exponentiations.
Security Analysis and Discussion
Batch verification scheme is simple and efficient to verify multiple proxy signatures and proxy multi-signatures. However, there is a weakness in the above two schemes. A dishonest proxy signer, U P , can forge individual proxy signatures or proxy multi-signatures and make a false batch verification valid [8] .
Assume that U P sends t messages m i and forges proxy signatures (m i , k, m w , (r i , s i )) to deliver to the verifier. Suppose s i = s i + a i r i mod q, where a i is an integer such that
Since these multiple proxy signatures satisfy the verification in Equation (3), the verifier will be convinced that these messages are signed by the dishonest proxy signer, U P . The method is similar to that of batch verifying multiple proxy multisignatures.
For example, U P forges three proxy signatures ( where y is the same as it is in Equation (1). Since the above equation holds, the verifier will believe that the proxy signatures (m 1 , k, m w , (r 1 , s 1 )), (m 2 , k, m w , (r 2 , s 2 ) ) and (m 3 , k, m w , (r 3 , s 3 ) ) are valid proxy signatures, respectively. However, U O and U P can deny signing these messages to the verifier, because r i = g
The Improvement of Batch Verifying Scheme
The difference of the batch verifying scheme and the improved scheme is only in Equation (3). The improved scheme, as in [9] , is modified as
where y is the same as it is in Equation (1) or in Equation (3), v i 's are small random numbers chosen by the verifier. A dishonest proxy signer cannot use the same method in Section 3 to cheat the verifier and pass the batch verifying of the multiple proxy signatures or proxy multi-signatures. After receiving some multiple proxy signatures or proxy multi-signatures, a verifier randomly chooses some integers and verifies the validity of these multiple signatures by using Equation (4 
Since U P does not know the values v i , he/she is unable to make Equation (5) hold.
Conclusions
In this paper, we have proposed an efficient and secure scheme to verify multiple proxy signatures and proxy multi-signatures. Instead of verifying each individual proxy signature or proxy multi-signature separately, our new scheme can verify the multiple proxy signatures or proxy multi-signatures simultaneously. Furthermore, the proposed batch verification scheme can save much of the time for verifying multiple signatures.
